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ALL SYSTEMS RED
Martha Wells

HOW TO GET A
COPY:
Check out a physical book
from our Cadillac branch, or

In a corporate-dominated spacefaring future, planetary missions

an ebook or audiobook from

must be approved and supplied by the Company. Exploratory teams

the Libby app, or as an

are accompanied by Company-supplied security androids, for their

audiobook on the Hoopla

own safety. But in a society where contracts are awarded to the
lowest bidder, safety isn’t a primary concern.

On a distant planet, a team of scientists are conducting surface
tests, shadowed by their Company-supplied ‘droid — a self-aware
SecUnit that has hacked its own governor module, and refers to itself

digital app

HOW TO
PARTICIPATE:
Like the library's
Facebook page & join our
CWPL Book Talks group

(though never out loud) as “Murderbot.” Scornful of humans, all it
really wants is to be left alone long enough to figure out who it is.

Facebook Live event

But when a neighboring mission goes dark, it's up to the scientists
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and their Murderbot to get to the truth.
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ALL SYSTEMS RED
discussion questions
1. What parts of Murderbot's experience of identity
resonate with you?
2. Is Murderbot a reliable narrator? Do we care?
3. All Systems Red is just under 150 pages long. Do you
think a novella is long enough to create a whole world
and tell a complete story?
4. Since the novella feels like a coming-of-age story, is
Murderbot here depicted as a teenager?
5. Murderbot relies a lot on viewing entertainment media
to cope with it’s boring and stressful situations. What’s
your go-to movie or series when you want to de-stress?
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